An innovative approach of selective encryption for color images is proposed that utilizes SHA-512 hash of plain image to modify initial conditions and control parameters of 1-Dimensional (1D) chaotic maps. The three channels (red, green and blue) of a color image are combined into 1D array and permute using sorted index of a pseudo-random sequence. The 1D permuted array is split into three sub-arrays, DNA encoding is applied on every pixel of each channel chaotically and then separate each DNA encoded channel into its Least Significant Bits (LSB) and Most Significant Bits (MSB). The substitution is carried out in two phases using addition and exclusive-or operations on MSB of each channel only. In 1 st phase, the DNA addition operation is applied on chaotically selected MSB of a pixel of one channel to LSB part of a pixel of other channel in a twisted fashioned named cross-substitution. The translated DNA bases from pseudo-random numbers are exclusive-or with cross substituted output to surge the complexity. The second substitution phase is accomplished by combining MSB part of a channel with randomly selecting LSB at pixel level. The novel algorithm is highly suitable for real time applications as it requires single round of permutation/substitution which can resist all possible statistical and differential attacks. The simulation results and analysis show that the proposed technique has the best quality output and highly efficient.
I. INTRODUCTION
With modern times, communications technologies and methods are changing with an enormous pace, the momentum has seen advancements in computing, physical networks and software protocols. The big share of bandwidth across all mediums has now gone to multimedia communications; the users have come way forward from exchange of simple texts. It's the era of embedded media, real streams, live videos, 3D pictures and videos, virtual reality and lot more. The variety of forms a multimedia message can take is huge, so are the sources and applications using it. Along with it conventional theories and soft technologies are revolutionizing like vision The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Jiafeng Xie. tech, robotic eyes, pattern classifications, medical sensing and imaging, laser and ultraviolet imaging, 3D plans for remote video assistance, security camera and situation detections. These all demand a secure transmission of underlying image and video streams and messages. The internet being public and highly accessible in terms of network and applications is insecure by nature and any multimedia communication inherits this limitation. The researchers have seen the significance of the algorithms, encryption schemes, crypto systems that can solve this problem efficiently, systematically and without the loss of actual media. The images by nature contain high correlation and duplication of grayscale values in all neighboring groups of pixels, this makes the existing crypto schemes like IDEA, RS4 and IDEAS inefficient and inappropriate [1] .
Theory of chaos mothered a new breed of encryption algorithms with its determinable but non-predictive characteristics [2] - [6] . The Chaos falling in type of nonlinear functions is highly sensitive to seeded values, initial conditions, ergodicity and randomization, hence highly suitable for the construction of a crypto system. Being the fundamental structure of an encryption algorithm chaos provides enhanced security, improved complexity, and better speed when compared with its non-chaotic rivals [7] - [16] . Liu and Wang [7] generated the initial conditions for chaotic maps from MD5 of the recorded mouse position and called One-time key system. Wang et al. [8] used neural network and Lorenz chaotic system called perceptron model for the image encryption. In 2011, Liu and Wang [9] proposed an image encryption technique based on the permutation of transformed binary matrix from color image at bit-level by piecewise linear chaotic map (PWLCM). In 2019, [17] parallel computing technique was used for encrypting images based on chaos. These features of chaos making it the choice of researchers and developers.
DNA was firstly brought by L. Adleman (1994) in encryption schemes to help to resolve computational complexity [18] . The DNA encoding was used to convert digital data into cipher and then revert it back [19] . The DNA sequence based algorithms have properties of parallelism and info density like DNA molecules [20] - [26] . The researchers have made a clear dent in improving existing cryptosystems in terms of their robustness to text-attacks by using DNA sequencing [21] , [23] , [27] - [30] . The DNA based schemes being new and less mature has seen cracking due to low dimensionality of chaotic maps causing periodicity [24] , [32] , [33] . According to Zhang et al. binary coded algos depict low efficiency on the other side chaotic controlled key is vulnerable to cracking [24] . Similarly, Xie et al suggests crypto schemes by only using scrambling, having no diffusion functions, are less secure causing disassociation of cipher with the plaintext [32] . Liu et al recreated the parallel key by using known partial values of plain or cipher and cracked a crypto scheme built upon DNA sequencing with the help of differential attack [33] .
In the current decade, a number of selective encryption techniques for the multimedia data have been proposed [35] - [42] . But we have found few articles on selective encryption techniques on digital images using DNA method [40] - [42] . These selective techniques are proposed for the gray images only. The Cipher Block Chaining (CBC) method is used by author in Ref. [40] to encrypt the most significant bits (MSB) of an image. The pixels of an image are encoded into DNA bases by randomly selecting the DNA rules and then split into fixed size blocks. The MSB of each pixel is diffused by adding with LSB part. After encrypting one block, the secret keys are modified and LSB of the last pixel is used to perform the encryption of 1st pixel of 2nd block and so on. The diffusion process require two rounds to satisfy the process. Kulsoom et al. [41] proposed a system in which image is split into MSB and LSB part and then each part is encoded into DNA bases and then added to get encrypted MSB part. The diffused MSB part is combined sequentially to get the ciphered image [41] . The driving force to construct a newer algorithm by using DNA complementary rules with a bit-level confusion function is the formulation of a competitive crypto scheme which can be ranked higher at existing benchmarks.
In the proposed scheme, a new substitution mechanism is introduced called cross substitution for the color images. The substitution is performed on most significant bits (MSB) of each pixel of plain image under DNA addition and XOR operations. The core idea of the proposed cipher is 24-bit colored image is transformed into 1-dimensional array for pixel permutation then split into three sub-arrays; each representing a color channel. The DNA encoding is applied on each pixel by randomly selecting one of eight DNA complementary rules. Each pixel of the DNA encoded color channels is split into its LSB and MSB parts composed of two DNA bases. The cross substitution is applied between LSB part of a pixel with randomly selected MSB part of a pixel of different channel in cross fashion. The word ''cross'' is used to refer two concepts, one is that MSB part of a pixel of one channel is added to the LSB part of a pixel of other channel. The second concept is that DNA base of LSB part at 1st position is added to the DNA base of MSB part at the 2 nd position to substitute MSB part of a pixel at 1st position. In order to enforce the strong substitution, the translated DNA bases from pseudo random sequence are XORed with the MSB part to finalize the substitution. The initial conditions and control parameters of 1D chaotic maps are fabricated using SHA-512 of plain image to change the secret keys with a change in the plain image; without any intervention from the user. This modification benefits the system to hinder the common attacks. The prime advantage of this new modified scheme is that it is capable to decrypt into original image despite the accumulation of noise due to transmission channel.
The core achievement of the proposed method is in retrieving original text with a good readable quality from the noise polluted cipher. In this document section II contains literature review, sectionIII describes the proposed design, Section IV illustrates the achieved results, while robustness of the scheme is compared in section V. Lastly, section VI is for concluding the research.
II. BACKGROUND A. NEW MODIFIED 1-DIMENSIONAL CHAOTIC MAPS
The most common used chaotic map in image cryptography is logistic map which can be represented with the Equation x n+1 = µ × x n × (1 − x n ). The control parameter µ has range from [0-4] and x 0 is the seed that has the range [0-1]. The logistic map is in chaotic mode when control parameter µ is in the range [3.57-4] which is very short. But once the logistic map enters in chaotic state for µ[3.57 − 4], but enters in stable region (non-chaotic area) for 3.85724 > µ > 3.82843 and the quantitative score of Lyapunov Exponent becomes negative. Another problem is the distribution of pseudo-random numbers that are generated from Logistic map which do not possess the uniformity in the range of [0-1]. The poorly distributed pseudo-random numbers affect the permutation-substitution phases of image encryption which in turn affects the uniform distribution of the encrypted data [11] . C. Pak has devised new version of 1D chaotic maps to deal with such type of problems discussed above [11] . The Equation of new and improved 1D Logistic map is as follows,
In Equation (1), µ has range of [0-10] and k has the range [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . The author proved that new version has better positive Lyaponuv Exponent value and has better distribution than the traditional Logistic map. The similar modifications applied to Chebyshev-Chebyshev system (CCS) as follows,
The Deoxyribonucleic Acid is a material which forms the basic structure of the Gene for living creature. There are four nucleic acids, A (Adenine), C (Cytosine), G (Guanine) and T (Thymine) which works in pair to form the basic structure. 
III. PROPOSED SCHEME
The atomic unit of an image is called pixel that may have any score between [0-255] to represent a gray value. The individual pixel requires 8-bits to store its gray value and each bit has different weight corresponding to its location. The most significant bit at positions 8 th alone contribute 50% of an image information, 7 th bit contains 25%, 6 th contains 12.5% and so on. This concept is portrayed in Figure 1 in which 1(a) is for 8 th bit and 1(b) for 7 th bit. The bits at lower position has less information hence overall images in 1(d) to 1(f) loss its visual worth. This amount of image information at each bit can be computed using Equation (3) [40] . This provides us a clue that four most significant bits have 93.75% of information and are sufficient to achieve image encryption.
The work considers effective key generation process such that change in one bit of any of the secret key will spread the change on all of the secret keys used in the cryptographic algorithm. To fulfil the goal, initial seeds, provided by key strokes are added up under modulus 1 and a new initial key is calculated denoted by 'key'. A hash function known SHA-512 is used to generate the initial conditions and control parameters of the proposed system. It is good to explain how to use 128-hexadecimal digits. The string of 512 bits is divide into eight blocks h 1 , h 2 , · · · , h 8 and each block is transformed into decimal value of range 0 to 0.0625 by applying h i /2 68 ;
At this stage, system requires the initial seeds as keyboard inputs from the user for 1D chaotic maps. These keys should belong to the interval [0-1] for symmetric encryption and denoted by µ 1 , µ 2 , µ 3 , µ 4 ,w 0 , x 0 , y 0 and z 0 . These keyboard inputs are added to form single key named 'key'. The benefit of creating single key is that change in one initial condition or control parameter will affect all other keys which in turn will completely change the output (encrypted image). The single 'key' is generated as follows:
New initial values are calculated using key and the hash generated values by the following formulas,
The above Equations ensures the secret keys will be changed seamlessly on changing the input image without changing the common keys [40] .
B. IMAGE ENCRYPTION ALGORITHM
The proposed encryption process is described in the following four sub-sections, which includes permutation, DNA encoding, cross substitution and DNA decoding. The inputs to the system are, 24-bit color image P(M , N ), common (µ 1 , w 0 ), (µ 2 , x 0 ), (µ 3 , y 0 ) and (µ 4 , z 0 ) keys along with value of k to be used for 1D chaotic maps called LSS and CSS. The output will be an encrypted colored image named E. Before going into the details of image encryption algorithm, 512-bits hash value from plain image P is computed to modify the initial conditions and the system parameters as described in the section III-A. The design of the proposed system is briefly depicted in Figure 2 .
1) PERMUTATION
The correlation in the adjacent pixels of a channel and correlation between the channels of the color image are very strong in the plain image. The permutation is a method to reduce the correlation of an image. For this, a chaotic sequence W is generated by iterating Equation (2) 3MN + t times using µ 1 and w 0 . The first t elements are discarded to avoid transient effect and then W is sorted and record their index as shown in Equation (8) . A copy of W before sorting is maintained which will be used later. The 24-bit color image is transformed into 1D vector of size 1 × 3MN . The recorded index array f w is used to shuffle the positions of pixels to permute the image P as shown below, The Equation (8) depicts sequencing index functionality as [ • , • ] = sort( • ), l w is the generated sequence, where W is sorted in ascending. The f w holds index value of l w to rearrange the items of P depicted by Equation (9).
2) DNA ENCODING Now split P into three vectors, each of size 1 × MN representing a color channel called R, G and B. These permuted channels are encoded into DNA bases using DNA complementary rules according to Table 4 . This operation requires three pseudo-random sequences for the selection of DNA rules, which are obtained by splitting copy of W into three sub-arrays called W 1 , W 2 and W 3 .
3
) CROSS SUBSTITUTION
For selective cross substitution, the image should be split into LSB and MSB parts. So, encoded R , G and B are separated into its LSB and MSB part as follows,
In the above Equation (11), i = 1, 2, · · · , MN and R (i) represent a pixel of red channel whereas R M (i), R L (i), are MSB and LSB parts of R (i). Each MSB and LSB slice consists of two DNA bases and same for other channels. The substitution process requires three pseudo-random sequences of size 1 × MN , so LLS is iterated 3MN times using modified seeds µ 2 and x 0 to get X . The X is split into three sub-vectors called X 1 , X 2 and X 3 for the random selection of MSB part of each channel. These chaotic sequences are sorted to generate index value as follow;
Here,lx 1 is the new sequence after x 1 sorting in ascending order; f x 1 is the index value of lx 1 . In the similar fashion, f x 2 and f x 3 are obtained. Each slice of a pixel in R M is composed of two DNA bases. The cross addition of these two portions of a pixel is as follows, (13) where i = 1, 2, · · · , MN in the above Equation. The process of cross addition is shown in Figure 3 . In the above Equation (13), Y 1 and Y 2 are DNA bases, which are produced from Y pseudo random sequence. This Y is generated by iterating Equation (2) or CSS map up to 1 × 6MN times using µ 3 and y 0 . Before utilizing in substitution process, Y is processed as shown in Equation (14),
Now split Y into six sub-vectors each having size of 5 and Y 6 . These sub-vectors are translated into DNA bases as 0 = A, 1 = G, 2 = C and 3 = T and Exclusive-ORed with the DNA bases in the substitution. The Equation (13) will be applied on 5 and Y 6 to obtain G M and B M . The LSB and MSB parts of a channel are concatenated/combined in random way that need a pseudo-random vector of 1 × MN . For this, Z pseudo-random vector of size 1×3MN is produced by iterating Equation (2) with µ 0 and z 0 . The Z is split into three sub-vectors having same size of 1 × MN called Z 1 , Z 2 and Z 3 and sort as follows;
Apply the following on of R M , and R L , B M and B L , C M and C L as follows,
Decode each pixel ofR,Ḡ andB using the same chaotic sequences which are X 1 , X 2 and X 3 used for decoding according to intervals in Table 4 . The decoding process is shown in Equation (17) and then combine all channels to get RGB cipher image in Equation (18). (11). 6) For substitution, LLS is iterated 3MN times using µ 2 and x 0 to get X and split into X 1 , X 2 and X 3 for the random selection of MSB part of each pixel for R, G and B. The cross substitution is applied on each channel independently using Equation (14) in which Y i is an array of DNA bases that translated from pseudorandom sequence according to Table 4 . 7) The LSB and MSB parts of a channel are concatenated/combined using Z pseudo-random vector. The Z is split into three sub-vectors Z 1 , Z 2 and Z 3 that are sorted to record their indexes. These sorted indexes are used to select LSB part of a pixel of a channel to combine sequentially with MSB part shown in Equation (16). 8) Decode each pixel ofR,Ḡ andB using the chaotic sequences X 1 , X 2 and X 3 according to intervals in Table 4 . The complete process is shown in Equation (17) and then combine all channels to get RGB cipher image as in Equation (18). The complete framework of the proposed algorithm is shown in Figure 4 .
D. DECRYPTION PROCESS
The decryption procedure is straightforward. First of all, split cipher image E into three channels ER, EG and EB then encoding each pixel chaotically of every channel into DNA bases by employing chaotic sequences X 1, X 2 and X 3 according to Table 4 . After this, split each encoded channels into its MSB and LSB parts using Z 1 , Z 2 and Z 3 . For the cross substitution process, pseudo random sequence Y is translated into DNA bases and divide into six sub vectors. The cross substitution in the decryption process will be as shown in Equation (19) . Similar process will be applied on EG M , EB L , and EB M , ER L to get back the plaintext of green and blue MSB. The last steps are to combine MSB and LSB of each channel, decode DNA bases into decimal values and then invert the permutation process using W chaotic sequence.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
This section contains multi-perspective results for the proposed scheme. The proposed scheme employs SHA-512 hash-value functions for the production of seeds. This hash function has become de-facto standard for the chaotic map based encryption schemes to make ciphers highly sensitive for the plaintext. The results are produced by using multi-resolution images to check the validation. The color channels have gone through linear transformation and set of primitive initial seeds are µ 1 = 9.84098765432101, A. KEY SPACE ANALYSIS
The chaotic system structure is highly sensitive to initial conditions. A crypto scheme is graded high quality if having sufficient computational complexity with an extreme sensitivity to change in the secret key. Such cryptosystems are hard to crack by the simplest attacks. In the proposed work, 1D chaotic map is used which requires two inputs; µ 0 and x 0 simultaneously but encryption algorithm requires eight pseudo-random sequences so we have used four pairs of secret keys with floating precision of 10 −14 .
The key space is also comprised of 512 bits of the hash function so the total key space is 10 254 and comparison is provided in Table 5 .
B. KEY SENSITIVITY AND DIFFERENTIAL ANALYSIS
There are two most important test metrics for image ciphers to validate its robustness called key sensitivity and plaintext sensitivity/differential analysis. The first metric is the measure of how much is the difference in two outputs of an algorithm when slightly different keys are employed and second is used to measure the difference in outputs when the input text/image is modified by 1-bit. In Figure 6 Figure 6 (c) and Figure 6 (f) are regenerated when applied same secret keys that were used in encryption process. Hence, the proposed system is highly sensitive to any minute change in the secret keys. The secret keys discussed in section III-A are presented as a set of secret key called γ 0 = [µ 1 , µ 2 , µ 3 , µ 4 , w 0 , x 0 , y 0 , z 0 ]. The key set γ 1 came into existence on changing one of the secret key in the set γ 0 by one bit. In the similar way, eight different keys sets [γ 1 , γ 2 , γ 3 , γ 4 , γ 5 , γ 6 , γ 7 , γ 8 ] can be formed beside γ 0 . These key sets are used to test the robustness of key sensitivity for encrypting the plain images and decrypting the ciphered images. In this regard, the plain image Lena shown in Figure 5 (a) is used. The statistical results for key sensitivity are measured using Net Pixel Change Rate (NPCR) and Unified Average Changing Intensity (UACI). These two tests metrics are proposed by Biham and Shamir [45] and it's mathematical representation are displayed in Equations (20) to (22) . The statistical score close to 100% for NPCR and 33% for UACI are considered to be effective as it proves that system is robust for minute change in the secret keys and also to differential attacks. Now, there are different ways to test the effect of secret key changes on the output of the cryptographic algorithm for encryption and decryption. The adopted methods of testing the key sensitivity used in this paper are graphically shown in Figure 7 (a) to 7(c).
where M × N represents the dimension of input/output images, E 1 (i, j) and E 2 (i, j) are the pixel values in the ith row and the jth column of two evaluated images and D(i, j) is defined as follows,
The Figure 7 (a) exhibited the first method to measure the key sensitivity in which ciphered image E i is obtained using plain image P and key set in encryption process and then again P is encrypted using a different key set to get E i+1 . The NPCR score is computed for (E i , E i+1 ) for all key sets shown in Table 6 . The NPCR score will be ''0'' or zero Tables 6, 7 , 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12. when encryption and decryption key sets are same. The result in the last column of Table 6 is the NPCR score between encrypted and plain image (E i , P). Most important aspect of VOLUME 7, 2019 the proposed system is robustness for minute change in any of the secret key which is evident for 100% NPCR score in Table 6 . The lowest NPCR score is for key set γ 3 which is 99.5115% and highest score is for γ 4 that is 99.6227%.
The Figure 7 (b) displayed the mechanism that is used to test the key sensitivity for decryption process. If the wrong key set is used to decrypt the image, the output must be entirely different from the plain image as well as different from the encrypted image. The E i is the resultant image of encrypting P using key set γ i and then the E i is decrypted with a different key set γ i+1 . The output of decryption process D i is used to measure NPCR(P, D i ), NPCR(E i , D i ), UACI(P, D i ) and UACI(E i , D i ) for all key sets. The scores are assembled in Tables 6, 7, 8 and 9. NPCR scores are close to 100% and UACI are close 33% which in turn proves that proposed system fail to recover the plain image by using slightly modified secret key. The key sets on the first row of Tables 7, 8, 9,  and 10 are used to generate E i . The key sets in first column are used to produce D i . The boldface scores at diagonal locations of Table 7 and 8 are zero (0) because the encryption and decryption are performed on the same secret key set so D i is same as P. The highest NPCR and the lowest UACI scores in Tables 7 and 8 are produced by key set γ 4 , 99.6179% and 30.3409% respectively while the lowest NPCR score 99.5473% and highest UACI score 30.3954% are produced by key sets γ 3 and γ 2 , respectively.
The Tables 9 and 10 represents the statistical results of NPCR(E i , D i ), UACI(E i , D i ) in which E i is produced by γ i in encryption process and D i is produced after the decryption process with key set γ i+1 . The D i becomes P when same key set is used in decryption process hence the boldface scores at diagonal locations are between (E i , P). Therefore, the average results are measured with and without boldface values are shown in Tables 9 and 10 .
The statistical results of plaintext sensitivity shown in Tables 11 and 12 are measured according to the method shown in Figure 7 (c) in which one-bit is different in input (Plain image P and P ) are used while keeping the same key sets. The results are compiled for each color channel of images Lena and Baboon with standard size (512 × 512). The average NPCR score of proposed system is better than [6] , [28] , [30] and comparable to [29] . The average UACI score of proposed algorithm is better [6] , [28] and that of [30] .
C. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
In this section, different statistical aspects of the algorithm are tested.
1) HISTOGRAM ANALYSIS
The histogram of plain/encrypted image provides the statistical information through which one can measure the robustness of encryption algorithm against the statistical analysis. In reality, histogram describes the distribution of gray values of an image, bumpy distribution can reveal the loop holes exist in the algorithm which can be used by attacker to launch chosen-ciphertext attack through statistical analysis. Therefore, it's necessary to make the distribution of histogram uniform for a good cryptography. The Figure 8 shows the color histograms of plain and ciphered images and one can observe visually that distribution of the pixels in the ciphered images are quite uniform for all channels but plain image has some peaks.
Histogram variance is used for the quantification of encrypted image, this further leads to key analysis as well. If the amount of variance is low the stronger the uniformity in the encrypted image. Two encrypted images are generated using distinct secret keys but with the same input image. If the variances are close enough, this exhibits the better uniformity of encrypted images. Histogram variances are shown below:
In Equation (23), Z denotes the vector from histogram and Z = {z 1 , · · · , Z 256 } contains count of the pixels. In this set grayscale values are mapped to z i and z j correspondingly. To hold the experiment, an input image is taken and encrypted using different secret keys. Histogram variances are calculated with the help of Equation (23) for both decrypted sets. All secret key sets γ i are different by one parameter only. For testing one iteration of encryption is performed on Lena and Barbara. The variances of all key sets are shown in Table 13 .
The variance values in Column-1 are computed with standard key set γ 0 and column-2 have variance values are computed with one parameter change in the secret key set. The maximum variance value found is 622571.4908 for Lena. This variance value is the highest among all the encrypted images as shown in Table 13 . In Table 14 , percentages of difference of variances for the proposed system are computed and the minimum and maximum values are 0.103 and 0.252. This percentage of difference in histogram are far better than that of Refs. [28] - [41] . This also proves the efficiency of the proposed scheme.
2) CORRELATION COEFFICIENT
The correlation coefficient of the two adjacent pixels provided the information of randomness which is a parameter to compute the the robustness of a cipher and can be calculated by using Equation (24) . It is computed within a cipher and plain image in horizontal, diagonal and vertical directions by arbitrary selection of adjacent pixels. The range for the coefficient score is between −1 to +1, lower the coefficient score for encrypted image, higher is the quality of cipher to resist the statistical attack. The random selection of 3000 pairs of pixels in all three directions are made and the coefficient scores for Lena and baboon images (512 × 512) are given in Table 15 . The results are close to zero hence proposed encryption scheme shows no information leakage. The same concept is graphically represented in Figure 9 (a) to 9(c) for original image and Figure 9 (d) to 9(f) for the cipher image.
the sample standard variation of X j and Y j . The next step is to measure the normal distribution of correlation coefficients for ciphered image that whether a cipher follows a normal distribution or not. The correlation coefficients for Lena image are computed by randomly selecting 3000 pairs in each of three directions and this process is repeated for 300 times. The histogram of 300 values of correlation coefficient in three direction for colored channels are displayed in Figure 10 (a) to 10(i). In Figure 11 (a) to 11(c), the frequency of correlation coefficients scores for Horizontal, Vertical and Diagonal of each channel are combined. The Figure 12 (a) to 12(c) are the frequency plot of [28] . The histograms plot clearly show that ciphered image follow normal distribution for correlation coefficients scores. To verify this, single sample K-S test is applied. The result of a test is either accepted or rejected based on some hypothesis, H0: Correlation coefficients of the encrypted image obey normal distribution.
H1: Correlation coefficients of the encrypted image don't obey normal distribution.
The meanμ andσ 2 standard deviation are computed in order to obtain F 0 (x) which are parameters of normal distribution in H0. The Equationsμ andσ 2 arê
In Equation (25) , F n2 (x) = F/n 2 , F represents cumulative frequency, and n2 represents sample size. When D > D(n 2 , α) (α = 0.05 is the significance level), reject H0. Otherwise, accept H0. The Matlab 2018b is used for K-S test, the results are demonstrated in Table 16 for R, G and B channels. The progressive significant for the proposed method is 0.9887 and the minimum value is 0.7593 shorter range than that of Ref. [6] which is 0.6251 and maximum is 0.9645. The K-S test proved that the proposed system has better correlation coefficient distribution than that of [6] , [28] , [29] .
The correlation not only exists in the neighboring pixels of a channel; it also exists between the channels of a colored image or intra-channel correlation. The cryptographic algorithm should be designed in such a way that it can also breaks the intra-channel correlation for encrypted color images. The intra-channel correlation of encrypted images of Lena and Baboon are computed in Table 17 as well as NPCR and UACI are also listed. In the next move, the image having zero information displayed in Figure 13 (a) is encrypted and shown in Figure 13 (b). The Figure 13 (d) is same as Figure 13 (a) except one pixel having gray value 255 and the encrypted output is shown in Figure 13 (e). The differences of 13(b) and 13(e), 13(e) and 13(b) are computed and results are displayed in Figure 10 (c) and 10(f). The NPCR, UACI and correlation of10(b) and 10(e) are listed in Table 18 which clearly indicates that proposed system is sensitive for minute change in plaintext.
D. INFORMATION ENTROPY ANALYSIS
Information entropy is the measure of how arbitrary distribution have plaintext or multimedia files and can be computed by Equation given as follows [47] ,
In the Equation (26), p(s i ) is the ith gray value, s i is the probability of ith gray value. The arbitrary distribution of message s i must be as high as close to 8 for 8-bit channel of color image [48] . The cipher is robust against statistical attack as the message m i has the highest value that is close to 8. The entropy values for three colored pieces of an image are provided in Table 19 and those are compared to some known ciphers.
The (k, T )-local Shannon entropy [49] is utilized to measure the local randomness of the images. The plain I and encrypted image E with L intensities are divided into non-overlapped k blocks where E 1 , · · · , E k with every blocks has T number of pixels. We have randomly selected K number of blocks and used Equation (27) to compute the mean of local entropy of k blocks. In the simulation, K = 32 and T = 1936 are used. As seen from are more than 7.90, whereas those of the plain image are less than 6, which means that the cipher images obtained by our algorithm have good local randomness and our algorithm can resist entropy attacks.
E. EXECUTION TIME ANALYSIS
The encryption speed is a good measure to prove the applicability of the proposed algorithm on the current system. The high speed of encryption/decryption can be achieved when both processes use less time consuming operations such as addition and BIT-XOR. The computational efficiency is related to processor clock rate, RAM size, OS etc. The specification of the Laptop is set to 8.00GB RAM, Intel (R) Core (TM) i5-4300M CPU @ 1.90GHz and the operating system is Windows 10 professional. The proposed algorithm is simulated on the MATLAB R2015a platform. The Matlab is a brilliant simulation software with a disadvantage of efficiency. The Matlab have low efficiency as compared to other programming language. But, it still satisfies the needs of a real time cryptography as the proposed system satisfy all the requirements in one round of permutation and substitution. The compiled statistics in Table 21 proves that proposed algorithm has excellent speed performance over Ref. [28] - [30] , [40] .
V. NOISE ROBUSTNESS
The encrypted data is inexorably bare multiple noises as it flows through physical communication channels. These noises can become a source of problem in recovering of the original image as in Refs. [40] , [50] . Therefore, the cipher algorithm must be robust that despite accumulation of noise, it can decrypt the encrypted data successfully. The Peak Signal-to-Noise Ratio (PSNR) is used to measure the quality of the decrypted image after the attack. For the components of the image, PSNR can be calculated using Equations (28) and (29) [55] . The PSNR values for Salt & Pepper noises at 0.5%, 5% and 50% are in Table 22 and the proposed system has equivalent capacity for noise resistance as [28] , [29] , [41] , [55] and visual impact shown in Figure 14 . In the next step, 1/16, 1/8 and 1/4 part of encrypted images are removed and then decrypted to measure the quality of recovered image shown in Figure 15 and PSNR score compiled in Table 23 . The summary of the performance comparison is presented in Table 24 with many of the similar works. PSNR = 10 × log 10 255 × 255 MSE (28)
In the above Equations, MN represents the dimension of images, P is plaintext image and D is the decrypted image.
VI. CONCLUSION
A selective cross substitution method for color image encryption is proposed based on 1D chaotic maps, DNA complementary rules and SHA-512 function. The color image is split into three channels after pixels permutation using sorted index of Logistic-Logistic system. The floating-point pseudorandom sequence is divided into eight groups to randomly select the DNA rules for encoding of each pixel. For selective cross substitution, each encoded color channel is split into two arrays representing MSB and LSB. The substitution is achieved by adding MSB and LSB arrays of different channels along with XORing DNA bases which are translated from pseudo-random seqeunce. This addition and exclusiveor process takes place at pixel in cross fashion. The 2 nd substitution phase carried out by sequentially combining MSB of a channel to randomly selecting LSB of same channel at pixel level. The simulated results and analysis show that proposed technique has NPCR>99.61%, UACI>33.46% and requires single round of permutation/substitution that make it suitable for the real time applications. Beside these, technique is robust against transmissions' noises as well. AMNAH FIRDOUS received the bachelor's degree and the master's degree in computer science (MSCS) from The Islamia University of Bahawalpur, Pakistan, where she is currently pursuing the Ph.D. degree in computer science. She is a Lecturer with the Computer Science Department, COMSATS Institute of Information Technology, Vehari, Punjab, Pakistan, where she is on a study leave. Her primary research interests include image processing, Petri nets, and cryptography.
